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: The Editor's Corner

.,.

here in New Mexico. I recognize an-

THE
other aspect, namely, that of interEDITOR'S CORNER pretation.Some excellent work is be-

•

GUEST ARTIST, IV.

In his aitique, printed elsewhere in
this issue, Ben Wolf gives biographical facts of our fourth guest artist,
RAYMOND JONSON.

Under the sponsorship o£ the College of Fine Arts, the newly erected
Jonson~Gallery on the U'NM campus
will be opened on January 8. 1950.
with a thirty-eight-year retrospective
.exhibit ot paintings by Raymond
JODSOn selected from the collection
of some four hundred examples of
his art which, he has presented (together wi~. ninety-four worb of
other modern ,ainters) to the University. Some twenty-five phases are
discernible in jonson's work-from
the objective to what he terms the
-absolute, or that devoid of all immediateallusions. In this exhibition
the e1ev~n original drawings he has
done expressly to illustrate this issue
of the Quarterly will be included.
These drawings are good examples
of jonson's interpretative range and
sense· of decoration. The Jonson Gallery announces that exhibitions by
other contemporary artists will be
organized. Since the establishment
of the Jonson Gallery has aroused
comment in New Mexico art circles,
the Editor has invited Mr. Jonson to
make a statement which follows:
"I have a belief in the creative aspect of painting that is being done

ing done in this idiom, but it appears
to me that the mOlt exciting work. is
that which pertains to a different order-the abitract and absolute. I find
that a considerable number of our
.younger painters'have a tendency to
work in a clirection that holds some
vision of the deeper and more fundamental principles involved in the
character of the Southwest. Another
group swings directly into .pure creation or. invention with no lCCOurse
to the physical aspects of the environment. In this latter direction we
find some very stimulating worb. 1
look forward to presenting in the
Jonson Gallery from time to tii;ne
lOme of the best work that turns
out along the lines indicated above."
Readers interested in a discussion
of abstract and absolute painpng are
referred to an article by Raymond
Jonson. which appeared in the November 6.. 1949, number of the Santa
Fe New Mexican under the editorial
caption "Art Transcendentalist Jonson Discusses Painting Approaches:'
BEN WOLFI former art'aitie of
the Santa Fe New MexicatJI painter.
aitic, and art connoisseur, is now
associate editor of the art magazine
Pictures on Exhibit. Born in: Philadelphia, 1914, he studied with Nordstrom, Pardi, and Hoffman. He was
President of Warwick Galleries, Philadelphia, 1984-89: publiShed Philadelphia A.rt News, 1987-88j $Crved as
P>mbat Artist. U. S. Coast Guard,
1941-44: taught at his owp school,
continued on page 52;
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